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This paper discusses the implications of habit formation for 

pension plans.  Habit formation utility preferences differ 

from the traditional ones in that they relax the assumption 

of time-separability. This realistic feature has substantial 

impact on the optimal portfolio and consumption 

strategy of pension investors. If pension plan members 

have preferences with habit formation, some forms of 

guarantees in the pension benefits are desirable. There 

are also several implications of habit formation for the 

investment policy. Habit formation induces a subsistence 

portfolio that ensures future habit consumption. In this 

subsistence portfolio, investors should invest in bonds to 

ensure the habit consumption. In contrast, they should 

invest more aggressively in the speculative portfolio 

to increase consumption rates. The habit persistence 

constrains investors’ risk taking behavior; this effect is 

more pronounced for young investors with low wealth. 
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preface

Netspar seeks to stimulate debate on the effects of aging on the 

behavior of men and women, (such as what and how they save), 

on the sustainability of their pensions, and on government policy. 

The baby boom generation is approaching retirement age, so the 

number of people aged 65 and over will grow fast in the coming 

decades. People generally lead healthier lives and grow older, 

families have fewer children. Aging is often viewed in a bad light 

since the number of people over 65 years old may well double 

compared to the population between 20 and 65. Will the working 

population still be able to earn what is needed to accommodate a 

growing number of retirees? Must people make more hours during 

their working career and retire at a later age? Or should pensions 

be cut or premiums increased in order to keep retirement benefits 

affordable? Should people be encouraged to take personal 

initiative to ensure an adequate pension? And what is the role of 

employers’ and workers’ organizations in arranging a collective 

pension? Are people able to and prepared to personally invest for 

their retirement money, or do they rather leave that to pension 

funds? Who do pension fund assets actually belong to? And 

how can a level playing field for pension funds and insurers be 

defined? How can the solidarity principle and individual wishes 

be reconciled? But most of all, how can the benefits of longer and 

healthier lives be used to ensure a happier and affluent society?

For many reasons there is need for a debate on the consequences 

of aging. We do not always know the exact consequences of 

aging. And the consequences that are nonetheless clear deserve 
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to be made known to a larger public. More important of course 

is that many of the choices that must be made have a political 

dimension, and that calls for a serious debate. After all, in the 

public spectrum these are very relevant and topical subjects that 

young and old people are literally confronted with.

 For these reasons Netspar has initiated Design Papers. What a 

Netspar Design Paper does is to analyze an element or aspect of a 

pension product or pension system. That may include investment 

policy, the shaping of the payment process, dealing with the 

uncertainties of life expectancy, use of the personal home for 

one’s retirement provision, communication with pension scheme 

members, the options menu for members, governance models, 

supervision models, the balance between capital funding and 

pay-as-you-go, a flexible job market for older workers, and the 

pension needs of a heterogeneous population. A Netspar Design 

Paper analyzes the purpose of a product or an aspect of the 

pension system, and it investigates possibilities of improving the 

way they function. Netspar Design Papers focus in particular on 

specialists in the sector who are responsible for the design of the 

component.

Roel Beetsma

Chairman of the Netspar Editorial Board
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:

Summary

This paper discusses the implica ons of habit forma on for
pension plans. Habit forma on u lity preferences differ from
tradi onal u lity preferences in that they relax the assump on of
me-separability. This realis c feature substan ally impacts the

op mal por olio and consump on strategy of pension investors in
three ways. First, it induces a new subsistence por olio that
ensures future habit consump on. Second, the equity investment
is dampened by habit persistence. Third, the op mal consump on
strategy is decomposed into two components: one is subsistence
consump on and the other is linked to the returns of risky
investment.

If pension plan members have preferences with habit forma on,
then some form of guarantee regarding pension benefits is
desirable. Investors want to guarantee a level of consump on that
is close to, but somewhat below, past consump on levels. A
guarantee of non-decreasing consump on is very costly, however,
and forces the pension fund to start out with very low pension
benefits and to accumulate large savings. Some form of
deprecia ng habit is more flexible. In that case, the pension
benefits are guaranteed to be a frac on of last year's benefits with
a possibility that the pension payout will be increased if the wealth
of the fund is high enough. This resembles the condi onal
indexa on rules used by many pension funds in the Netherlands,
but with a minimum benefit level based on past benefits.

Habit forma on affects pension fund's investment policy in
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several ways. First, habit-investors should make a clear separa on
of the subsistence por olio and the specula ve por olio. In the
subsistence por olio, investors should invest in bonds in order to
ensure the habit consump on. In the specula ve por olio, in
contrast, investors should invest more aggressively, in order to
increase consump on rates. Second, habit persistence constrains
investors' risk-taking behavior--an effect that is much more
pronounced for young investors with low wealth. Third, in the
presence of stochas c investment opportuni es, habit-investors
should set up a hedge por olio to hedge changes in the
investment opportunity set. To hedge interest rate risk, bonds
should be a major asset in the hedge por olio. Fourth, with real
habit forma on, investors should achieve a full hedge against
infla on by holding infla on-indexed bonds.



. Introduc on

Many pension plans guarantee that pension benefits will never
decrease. The benefits can increase if the financial posi on of the
fund allows, according to the so-called condi onal indexa on rule.
Third-pillar pension products have similar features, taking the form
of a guaranteed income plus possible profit sharing. From the
point of view of tradi onal consump on and investment models,
this strong focus on guarantees is puzzling. Standard models of
life-cycle consump on planning prescribe that shocks to wealth or
income should be smoothed out over the remaining life me.
There is no role for explicit guarantees, because nega ve shocks to
wealth should lead to a permanent lowering of consump on. This
contrasts with most pension arrangements found in prac ce,
which o en contain some minimum benefit guarantee or a
promise of non-decreasing benefits. A possible explana on for the
pervasiveness of such guarantees is habit forma on. With habit
forma on, consumers derive u lity only from the consump on on
top of habit levels. The habit is determined by the pa ern of past
consump on.

This design paper reviews the major contribu ons on habit
forma on in the literature and focuses par cularly on the
implica ons of habit forma on for op mal por olio and
consump on choice. As pension funds invest on behalf of their
members, it is important to take into account the habit persistence
of pension par cipants in making payout and investment decisions.

This paper first discusses the features of habit forma on models,
which can be dis nguished by the way in which, the u lity func on
is formulated and how the habit is formed. Thus, depending on
how the surplus consump on is defined, there are two types of
habit-based u lity func ons: one is the "ra o habit model", where
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surplus consump on is given by the ra o between consump on
and the habit level; the other type of func on is the "difference
habit model", where surplus consump on is given by the difference
between consump on and the habit level. Regarding the way the
habit is formed, a dis nc on can be made between the "internal
habit forma on" and "external habit forma on". The habit level
depends on an individual's own consump on, in the former case,
but on the past history of aggregate consump on, in the la er.

The academic literature has shown that habit-based models are
useful in resolving a number of asset-pricing anomalies and the
asset alloca on puzzle of households. Because habit forma on
u lity preferences can generate me-varying risk aversion, they
have proved successful in explaining a wide range of asset-pricing
anomalies, such as the equity premium puzzle, the failure of
expecta on hypothesis and the uncovered interest rate parity
puzzle. In contrast, the empirical evidence for habit forma on is
rather mixed.

The presence of habit forma on has a significant effect on the
op mal por olio and consump on strategy. The op mal
consump on strategy is split into two components: the first
component is the subsistence consump on; the other component
is linked to the returns of risky investment. Habit forma on u lity
preferences induce a stronger saving mo ve, a lower consump on
rate in the early periods and higher consump on growth. As a
consequence, habit forma on consump on policies result in less
consump on smoothing than me-separable u lity preferences
do. This effect is less pronounced for the habit-investors, who
allow their habit consump on to be eroded by infla on. The
investment policy for habit-investors should feature a clear
separa on between the subsistence por olio and the tradi onal



por olios. In the subsistence por olio, investors invest only in
long-term bonds to ensure future subsistence consump on. The
investments in equity are dampened by habit forma on, because
equity is not appropriate either for hedging interest rate or for
ensuring a future subsistence consump on level. For investors
with low wealth, this dampening effect leads to much more
conserva ve equity investment decisions, which may provide an
explana on for some asset alloca on puzzles.

The paper is structured as follows. Sec on discusses different
types of habit forma on models, their success in the asset-pricing
literature and the empirical evidence. Sec on inves gates the
op mal por olio and consump on strategy for habit-investors in a
variety of se ngs. Sec on summarizes the implica ons of habit
forma on for pension plan design.
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. Habit Forma on Models

. . Types of Habit Forma on Models
A conven onal assump on for u lity func ons in financial
economics is me-separability. It implies that the marginal rate of
subs tu on between any two periods is independent of the
consump on in any other period and that the consump on in a
certain period does not have a direct influence on the u lity in any
other periods. In a standard life-cycle model with a me-separable
u lity preference, the objec ve func on of an agent with a fixed
investment horizon T in a con nuous- me se ng can be wri en
as

maxE

[∫ T

0

e−δtU(t, ct)dt+ e−δTB(wT )

]
, ( )

where δ is the subjec ve me discount factor, ct is the
consump on at me t,B(·) is the bequest func on, andwT is the
bequeathed wealth. The u lity func on U(·) typically takes the
form of Constant Rela ve Risk Aversion (CRRA)

U(t, ct) =
c1−γ
t

1− γ
, ( )

where γ is the coefficient of rela ve risk aversion.
In contrast to the prevailing me-separable u lity func ons,

those with habit forma on assume that u lity in the current period
depends not only on the consump on in the same period but also
on the consump on in the previous periods or the past history of
aggregate consump on. Typically, the u lity op miza on problem
for a finite-horizon investor with habit persistence is formulated as

maxE

[∫ T

0

e−δtU(t, ct, ht)dt+ e−δTB(wT )

]
. ( )



where h is the habit level. Equa on ( ) shows that in the habit
forma on models, the instantaneous u lity depends not only on
the current consump on but also on the habit level. In the "ra o
habit model", u lity depends on the ra o of current consump on
ct to the habit level ht. Specifically, the u lity func on is

Ut =
(ct/ht)

1−γ

1− γ
, ( )

In this specifica on, the rela ve risk aversionR(c) = −cU ′′/U ′

equals the coefficient γ and does not depend on the habit level. As
R(c) essen ally determines the asset alloca on, the ra o habit
u lity func on has li le impact on the asset alloca on (although it
does affect savings behavior over the life cycle). In this paper we
therefore use the so-called "difference habit model", where
surplus consump on is given by the difference between
consump on and the habit level. Specifically, the u lity func on is

Ut =
(ct − ht)

1−γ

1− γ
, ( )

where ct − ht is the surplus consump on level. In this
specifica on, the rela ve risk aversion isR(c) = γ c

c−h
and varies

with the habit level: the closer current consump on is to the habit,
the more risk averse the investor.

In terms of how habit is formed, there is a dis nc on between
"internal habit forma on" and "external habit forma on".
Constan nides ( ) considers a linear internal habit forma on
process¹:

ht = h0e
−βt + α

∫ t

0

e−β(t−s)csds, ( )

¹Other papers using internal habit forma on models include Ryder and Heal
( ), Sundaresan ( ), Munk ( ) and De Jong and Zhou ( b).
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where c is the investor's own consump on. α determines how
strongly past consump on affects current consump on, and is
called the scaling parameter. β determines how rapidly the effect
of previous consump on on the habit level diminishes, and is
called the persistence parameter. h0 is the ini al habit level. The
habit level is a weighted average of past consump on rates. Note
that the weights are exponen ally decreasing so that recent
consump on receives higher weights. As the habit level is linear in
the previous consump ons, this type of habit is referred to as
"linear habit forma on". It is easy to see that when α = β = 0,
the model reduces to a me-separable model. Taking the
deriva ve of ( ) with respect to me t yields

dht = −(βht − αct)dt. ( )

When ct = ht, dht = −(β − α)htdt. Thus, (β − α) can be
interpreted as the decay rate of the habit level at the minimum
level of consump on, and captures habit strength.

In contrast, in the external habit forma on models, the habit
level depends on the past history of aggregate consump on: thus,
habit forma on is an externality. It is also referred to as "catching
up with the Joneses". Abel ( ) considers an external habit
forma on model²:

ht =
(
cβt−1c

1−β
t−1

)α

, ( )

where c is the aggregate consump on. In this model, the habit
level depends not only on the investor's own consump on, but
also on aggregate consump on, which is specified exogenously.

²Other papers studying models with external habit forma on include Gali
( ), Campbell and Cochrane ( ) and Wachter ( ).



Although both internal and external habit forma on models are
u lized in the asset pricing literature, none of the extant literature
on the por olio choice to the best of our knowledge employs an
external habit model. Gomes and Michaelides ( ) indicate that
considering external habits in a par al equilibrium framework
would be difficult, since the aggregate consump on process
cannot be taken as exogenous. Endogenous aggregate
consump on leads to an endogenous evolu on of the habit and it
is not obvious how agents form expecta ons about the future
evolu on of this habit in equilibrium. Therefore, we narrow our
focus to internal habit forma on in sec on on por olio choice.

Finally, another simple but extreme form of habit forma on is
captured in the so-called ratchet consump on model, which
requires that consump on will never decrease over me. Sco
and Watson ( ) propose a rule of thumb---the Floor-Leverage
rule for re rees with ratchet consump on preferences. According
to this rule, re rees should set up a floor por olio comprised of the
risk-free asset using at least 85% of the wealth and a surplus
por olio comprised of a leveraged posi on in risky assets using the
remaining wealth. This ratchet consump on model was analyzed
in a previous Netspar design paper, De Jong and Zhou ( a), and
we refer to that paper for details.

. . Asset Pricing with Habit Forma on
Habit forma on models, which have gained popularity in recent
years, have become increasingly successful and important in
explaining a wide variety of asset-pricing phenomena. Sundaresan
( ) and Constan nides ( ) show that habit forma on
models can be used to ra onalize a high equity premium with low
levels of risk aversion. Campbell and Cochrane ( ) formulate a
model with habit forma on captured by the so-called surplus
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consump on ra o, which is assumed to be slow-moving and
thereby generates me varia on in the price of risk. Armed with
the slow countercyclical varia on in the Sharpe ra o, their model
explains the equity premium puzzle as well as a number of asset
pricing facts. Following the specifica on of habit persistence in
Campbell and Cochrane ( ), Wachter ( ) establishes a
model that produces realis c means and vola li es of bond yields
and accounts for the expecta ons puzzle. Verdelhan ( ) uses a
similar framework to resolve the uncovered interest rate parity
puzzle.

. . Empirical Evidence on the Existence of Habit Forma on in
Consump on

The presence of habit forma on in consump on has been
extensively tested in the literature, leading generally to mixed
conclusions. Most of the tests are performed on the basis of the
Euler equa on derived from the habit-based u lity func ons.
Ferson and Constan nides ( ) find evidence in monthly,
quarterly and annual aggregate consump on data that habit
persistence exists. Heien and Durham ( ) test the linear habit
forma on hypothesis that the habit is propor onal to past
consump on and show that habit effects are highly significant.
Kornio s ( ) uses US state level consump on data to test the
presence of internal and external habit forma on and only finds
evidence in support of the la er. In contrast, Meghir and Weber
( ) show that there is no empirical support for intertemporal
non-separability of preferences. Dynan ( ) shows that a simple
model of habit forma on implies a condi on rela ng the strength
of habits to the evolu on of consump on and es mates this
condi on with US food consump on data. The results provide no
evidence of habit forma on at the annual frequency.



. Consump on and Por olio Choice with Habit Forma on

This sec on is devoted to the discussion of the implica ons of
habit forma on for op mal por olio and consump on choice. The
sec on is organized as follows. Subsec ons . and . review
Merton's life-cycle model and the linear habit forma on model
under the assump on of constant investment opportuni es.
Subsec ons . and . discuss the effects of me-varying
investment opportuni es and infla on risk on the asset alloca on
strategy in the linear habit forma on framework. Subsec on .
inves gates how labor income affects the op mal por olio
strategy of habit-investors.

. . Benchmark: Merton's Model

Merton ( ) solves the life-cycle model of por olio and
consump on choice in a con nuous- me se ng with
me-separable u lity. The objec ve of the investor is

characterized by the CRRA u lity func on specified in equa ons ( )
and ( ). There are two assets available to the investor: a risky asset
with constant expected return µ and vola lity σ, and a risk-free
asset that carries a fixed interest rate r. The returns of these two
assets follow diffusion processes

dSt

St

= µdt+ σdzt, ( )

dBt

Bt

= rdt, ( )

where S andB denote the price of the risky asset and the price of
the risk-free asset, respec vely.

Solving the model using the dynamic programming approach
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yields

x∗t =
λ

γσ
, ( )

c∗t =

[
v

1− ev(t−T )

]
wt, ( )

with

v =
1

γ

[
δ + (γ − 1)

(
λ2

2γ
+ r

)]
, ( )

λ =
µ− r

σ
, ( )

wherew is the wealth level, x is the frac on of wealth invested in
the risky asset and λ is the Sharpe ra o. Equa ons ( ) and ( )
correspond to the op mal por olio and consump on strategies,
respec vely. It is worth no ng that the op mal por olio strategy is
independent of the wealth and investment horizon, which conflicts
with the conven onal wisdom that the alloca on to stock should
decrease with age. This follows from the fact that facing constant
investment opportuni es, the investor is myopic and holds the
risky asset only for specula ve purposes.

The op mal consump on strategy, as shown in Equa on ( ), is
to consume a frac on of current wealth. This frac on only
depends on the remaining life me T − t and can be interpreted as
the annuity value with an interest rate ν. This consump on
func on implies that a nega ve shock to wealth is translated into
lower consump on now and in the future. There is no guaranteed
minimum consump on level. Because stock market risk makes the
wealth vola le, the consump on level fluctuates over me. For
illustra ve purposes, we present a numerical example. Consider a
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Figure : Expected and sample consump on paths in Merton's model.

re ree of age 65, risk aversion γ = 3.5, a -year horizon, a
subjec ve discount factor of δ = 0.05 and ini al wealth of
$10, 000. The risk-free rate and equity risk premium are set to 2%
and 4%, respec vely. The vola lity of the stock is 18%. With this
calibra on, it is easy to determine the constant investment
strategy in Merton's model: x = 35.3%. Figure shows the
expected and sample consump on paths in the model. While the
expected consump on is smooth over me, the sample
consump on fluctuates remarkably and declines in some periods.
Under such a consump on policy, a habit-investor will suffer
substan ally from these occasional drops in consump on.
Therefore, the op mal consump on strategy in Merton's model
does not fit the need of investors with habit persistence.

. . Linear Habit Forma on Model
The linear habit forma on life-cycle model is well formulated by
Equa ons ( ), ( ) and ( ). The investment opportuni es are
assumed to be as constant as those in Merton's model. Munk
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Figure : Expected and sample consump on paths in the habit forma on
model.

( ) shows that the op mal consump on and por olio
strategies are given by

c∗t = h∗t + (1 + αFt)
− 1

γ
w∗

t − h∗tFt

Gt

( )

x∗t =
w∗

t − h∗tFt

w∗
t

1

γ
σ−1λ, ( )

where F is given by

Ft =

∫ T

t

e−(r+β−α)(s−t)ds =
1

r + β − α

(
1− e−(r+β−α)(T−t)

)
,

( )
andG is a determinis c func on of me. Ft can be interpreted as
the price of a bond paying a con nuous coupon, which is declining
at exactly the decay rate of future habit levels (β − α). This bond
is referred to as habit bond. Thus, htFt is the cost of ensuring that
the future consump on never falls below the current habit.



Comparing ( ) with ( ) reveals that the op mal por olio
strategy is no longer constant; it becomes dependent on the
investment horizon, wealth and the habit level. The op mal
frac on of the free wealthw − hF invested in the stock coincides
with the op mal frac on of total wealthw for an investor in
Merton's model. Habit persistence reduces risk-taking because in
order to sustain consump on at the habit level, the investor has to
put aside an amount of wealth hF and invest it in the risk-free
asset. As a consequence, the wealth that can be freely invested
reduces tow − hF . The op mal por olio weight of the risky
asset, x, decreases with the investment horizon, since the longer
horizon induces the investor to reserve more money to ensure that
future consump on always exceeds the habit level. Therefore, the
habit forma on model implies an op mal por olio strategy that
contradicts the popular advice that older investors should be more
conserva ve than young investors. However, the dampening effect
of habit forma on diminishes for the richer investor: as wealth
goes to infinity, x increases to the level that is op mal in Merton's
model.

The op mal consump on strategy in equa on ( ) is to
consume the current habit level h plus a me-and state-dependent
frac on of the free wealthW − hF . In contrast, in Merton's
model, the investor consumes a me-dependent frac on of total
wealth, which is shown in equa on ( ). The dis nc ons between
the op mal consump on strategy in the two models can be
a ributed to habit constraints: to ensure that future consump on
can meet the habit level, the investor must first consume the
current habit level in each period and then consume a
me-dependent frac on of the free wealth.
Figure shows the expected and sample consump on paths in
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Figure : Consump on: Habit vs Non-Habit Model.

the linear habit forma on model. In contrast to Merton's model,
the linear habit forma on model generates a sample consump on
path with an increasing trend and a steeper expected consump on
path. The la er point is more clearly shown in Figure : the
non-habit-investor enjoys higher consump on in the early periods
than do the habit-investors, because she does not have to reserve
a frac on of wealth for ensuring future subsistence consump on.
In the late periods, however, the consump on of the habit-investor
exceeds that of the non-habit-investor because of the higher
saving rate generated by habit forma on. This difference implies
that habit forma on leads to less consump on smoothing.

The implica ons of the linear habit forma on model under
constant investment opportuni es can be summarized as follows.
First, in order to meet the habit constraints, habit-investors should
reserve a certain amount of wealth and invest it in bonds. The rest
of the wealth can then be viewed as free wealth and consequently
invested in a tradi onal fashion, such as the por olio rule



suggested by Merton's model. The op mal consump on strategy
is to consume the habit level (determined by previous
consump on choices) plus a frac on of current wealth. In contrast
to Merton's model, there is a guaranteed minimum consump on
level equal to the habit. The consumer's saving and investment
policy has to ensure that this habit level can always be consumed.

. . Stochas c Investment Opportuni es

The assump on of constant investment opportuni es is
undoubtedly restric ve. Ample empirical evidence suggests that
stock returns and short-term interest rates are me-varying and
mean rever ng³, which implies that µ in ( ) and r in ( ) are not
constant but dependent on me and states. Munk ( )
examines the cases with mean reversion in stock returns and
stochas c interest rates in the linear habit forma on model
specified above. Munk shows that the mean reversion in stock
returns induces a posi ve hedge demand in the op mal por olio.
The intui on behind this result is that the investor hedges the risk
in future equity returns by holding more stocks because the mean
reversion implies that realiza ons of bad stock performance will
likely be accompanied by good performance.

Another type of varia on in the investment opportuni es has to
do with the stochas c interest rate. Munk ( ) assumes that
interest rates evolve according to the CIR model

drt = κ(r̄ − rt)dt− σr
√
rtdz1t, ( )

³For mean reversion in stock returns, see Poterba and Summers ( ) and
Fama and French ( ). For mean reversion in short-term interest rates, seeWu
and Zhang ( ), Wu and Chen ( ) and Seo ( ).
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and that the dynamics of the bond and stock prices are

dP s
t

P s
t

= (rt +B(s− t)λ1rt) dt+B(s− t)σr
√
rtdz1t, ( )

dSt

St

= (rt + σψ(rt)) dt+ σdz1t + σ
√

1− ρ2dz2t, ( )

where z1 and z2 are two one-dimensional standard Brownian
mo ons independent of each other and ρ is the instantaneous
correla on between stock returns and bond returns. λ1 is the
market price of risk associated with z1. B is a func on of me and
ψ is a func on of the short rate. Equa on ( ) shows that to model
the short rate, another source of uncertainty z1 is introduced. As a
result, another asset, namely a bond, is added to the asset menu in
order to complete the market. It is important to note, in the
economy with interest rate risk, that bonds, rather than cash, are
risk-free assets for investors, especially for long-run investors.

In this se ng, the price of the habit bond F becomes

F (t, r) =

∫ T

t

e−(β−α)(s−t)P s
t ds. ( )

Comparing with ( ) shows that the habit bond consists of a series
of zero-coupon bonds rather than an instantaneously risk-free
asset (cash), because of the interest rate risk. When ρ = 0, the
op mal por olio strategy is given by

xP∗
t =

w∗
t − h∗tFt

w∗
t

1

γσrB(T − t)

λ1
σr

− w∗
t − h∗tFt

w∗
t

1

B(T − t)

(∂G/∂r) (t, r)

G(t, r)

+
h∗t
w∗

t

(∂F/∂rt) (t, rt)

F (t, rt)
, ( )



and

xS∗t =
w∗

t − htFt

w∗
t

λ2
γσS

, ( )

where λ2 is the market price of risk associated with z2 andG is a
func on of me and the interest rate. xP∗ and xS∗ are the
op mal alloca on to the bond and stock, respec vely. xP∗

consists of three components: a myopic por olio that invests in
the mean-variance tangency por olio, a hedge por olio that
provides a hedge against varia on of future investment
opportuni es in the economy modified by the presence of habit
forma on, and a subsistence por olio that ensures that the future
subsistence consump on level can be sa sfied. It can be proved
thatG is decreasing in r so that the frac on of wealth invested in
the hedge por olio is posi ve, which is consistent with the
intui on that the holding bond allows investors to hedge interest
risk. As in the previous case, both the myopic por olio and the
hedge por olio are dampened by habit persistence. The varia on
in the interest rate generates an interest rate hedge term in the
subsistence por olio, because in an economy with interest rate
risk the future habit consump on is ensured by a (dynamically
rebalanced) combina on of the bonds. In contrast, the op mal
stock investment only contains a myopic term, since stocks are
inappropriate either for interest rate hedging or for ensuring a
future subsistence consump on level.

Several implica ons can be drawn from the cases with stochas c
investment opportuni es. First, habit-investors should set up a
hedge por olio to hedge against adverse varia on in future
investment opportuni es. Second, in the presence of interest risk,
bonds rather than cash should be used to ensure the future
subsistence consump on level.
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. . Infla on Risk
Hedging infla on risk is of great importance for long-term
investors, such as individual investors and pension funds, as
infla on substan ally erodes the purchasing power of their wealth.
For habit-investors, the tension between the need to sustain future
minimum consump on and the desire to hedge infla on risk may
have a large impact on their op mal por olio strategy. Therefore,
it is of interest to incorporate infla on risk in the habit-based
life-cycle model.

De Jong and Zhou ( b) inves gate the op mal por olio and
consump on strategy in a life-cycle model with linear habit
forma on under infla on risk. They follow Brennan and Xia ( )
to model infla on dynamics:

dπt = κπ(π̄ − πt)dt+ σπdzπt, ( )
dΠt

Πt

= πtdt+ ξ′dzt, ( )

where π is the instantaneous expected infla on,Π is the
commodity price level and ξ is the unexpected infla on shocks.
The expected infla on follows a mean-rever ng process and the
realized infla on equals the expected infla on plus an i.i.d.
unexpected infla on shock. The habit forma on process is similar
to ( ), except that c and h are taken as real consump on and the
real habit level, respec vely. This implies that the real habit level is
generated by past real consump on.

De Jong and Zhou ( b) show that the price of the habit bond
under infla on is

ft = Et

[∫ T

t

e−(β−α)(s−t)ms

mt

ds

]
=

∫ T

t

e−(β−α)(s−t)pstds,

( )



where p is the price of the infla on-indexed bond. Under infla on
risk, the habit bond is comprised of infla on-indexed zero-coupon
bonds rather than nominal bonds. This is consistent with the
finding of Campbell and Viceira ( ) that long-term
infla on-indexed bonds are the risk-free assets for long-term
investors. De Jong and Zhou ( b) show that the op mal
por olio strategy in the complete market is

x∗t =
w∗

t − h∗tft
w∗

t

1

γ
(σ′)−1(−ϕ) + w∗

t − h∗tft
w∗

t

(σ′)−1σgt

+
h∗tft
w∗

t

(σ′)−1σft + (σ′)−1ξ, ( )

where ϕ captures the market prices of risks. Equa on ( )
expresses the op mal por olio as the sum of four por olios. The
first specula ve por olio is propor onal to the mean-variance
tangency por olio represented by−(σ′)−1ϕ, which maximizes
the instantaneous Sharpe ra o; the amount invested in it is
inversely related to the investor's rela ve risk aversion. The second
hedge por olio hedges against varia on in the investment
opportunity set in the economy modified by the presence of habit
forma on. Both the specula ve por olio and hedge por olio are
dampened by the mul plier (w − hf)/w, because the
habit-investor has to set aside an amount of wealth hf for the
future minimum consump on stream. The third subsistence
por olio invests in a coupon bond with con nuous payments
ensuring that the investor can meet his future minimum
consump on process. While such a coupon bond may not be
available on the market, it can be replicated by trading other
bonds. The infla on-hedge por olio is perfectly correlated with
the infla on realiza on. It is induced by the presence of infla on
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risk, because unexpected infla on shocks erode the value of the
por olio and should, if possible, be fully hedged away. Therefore,
the key implica on is that in the presence of infla on risk,
habit-investors should achieve a full infla on hedge by holding
infla on-indexed bonds. In the absence of index-linked bonds, this
la er part is replaced by a por olio of assets that best replicates
the return on an index-linked bond, as in Brennan and Xia ( ).

De Jong and Zhou ( b) also consider a case in which the
investor forms a habit on the basis of previous nominal
consump on but derives u lity from consump on on top of the
real habit level. This mismatch between the u lity func on and the
habit forma on process can be considered money illusion, because
the investor confuses the nominal consump on stream with the
real consump on stream in forming habit levels. As a
consequence, the habit level is allowed to be eroded by infla on.
De Jong and Zhou ( b) show that in the case of nominal habit
forma on, infla on risk plays a much bigger role, because it alters
the risk characteris cs of both the hedge demand and subsistence
demand, thereby raising the infla on risk exposure of the overall
por olio. Moreover, the size of the subsistence por olio shrinks
and the dampening effect of habit persistence on risky investment
is mi gated. The implica on is that if the habit is formed in
nominal terms, then less money is reserved to ensure subsistence
consump on, and the por olio alloca on to risky assets is larger.

Many pension plans provide guarantees of non-decreasing
nominal benefits. To analyse the proper es of such a contract,
De Jong and Zhou ( a) extend the ratchet consump on model
of Sco and Watson ( ) to the case with determinis c infla on
and non-decreasing nominal consump on. For simplicity, they
assume a constant infla on rate and abstract from infla on risk. As
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shown in Figure , the type of consump on constraint has a
substan al impact on the consump on of the investors: those
requiring nominal guarantees enjoy higher consump on in the
early periods but have lower consump on growth than their
counterparts. This implies that real ratchet consump on
preferences pose a stricter constraint than nominal ratchet
consump on preferences and therefore lead to less consump on
smoothing. For nominal guarantees, the higher infla on rate leads
to higher ini al consump on and a smoother consump on path.
This is because the real consump on in each period is allowed to
be eroded by higher infla on and the constraint is relaxed further.

. . Labor Income and Asset Alloca on Puzzle

The above analysis has assumed that the investor's wealth consists
only of tradable financial assets. However, this is not a realis c
descrip on of the wealth of individual investors, since a large
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component of their wealth is nontradable human wealth⁴. This
nontradability generates two important features of human wealth
that influence the consump on and asset-alloca on decisions of
individual investors. First, labor income risk is uninsurable and
idiosyncra c. This causes investors to increase precau onary
savings to hedge against future labor income shocks. Second, labor
income can hardly be collateralized to finance current
consump on and investment due to a moral hazard problem:
having sold a claim against future income, an individual has no
incen ve to con nue working. This is known as the liquidity
constraint in the literature on the life-cycle asset alloca on. As
both the level and risk of labor income vary over the life-cycle, an
age-dependent investment strategy can arise.

There is a large literature studying the op mal consump on and
investment strategy in the life-cycle models with stochas c
uninsurable labor income⁵. However, these models are not able to
match two important stylized facts: a low stock market
par cipa on rate and moderate equity holdings for households
with equity investment. The failure follows from the fact that the
calibrated correla on between labor income and stock returns is

⁴Following Campbell and Viceira ( ), we define human wealth as the ex-
pected present discounted value of their future labor income.

⁵Cocco, Gomes, and Maenhout ( ) have been among the first to solve a
life cycle model of consump on and por olio choice with non-tradable labor in-
come and borrowing constraints. Munk and Sørensen ( ) inves gate the op-
mal investment and consump on choice of individual investors facing uncertain

future labor income and stochas c interest rates. Van Hemert ( ) analyzes
the mortgage and bond por olio choice of households with stochas c labor in-
come. Koijen, Nijman, and Werker ( ) study the importance of me-varying
bond risk premia in a life-cycle model with labor income. Zhou ( ) examines
the infla on-hedging power of human wealth in a life-cycle model from a cointe-
gra on point of view.



pre y low, which means that labor income resembles bonds rather
than stocks. The models then predict that with large implicit
holdings of bonds, investors are inclined to invest aggressively in
stocks and thant the stockholdings should be higher for young
investors than for older investors. This is known as the
asset-alloca on puzzle. To resolve this puzzle, alterna ve models
have been employed and several explana ons have been proposed
in the literature⁶.

Mo vated by the rela ve success of habit forma on models in
resolving asset-pricing puzzles and modeling consump on
dynamics, Gomes and Michaelides ( ) introduce habit
forma on preferences in a life-cycle model with uninsurable labor
income risk. They find that the internal habit forma on models
perform worse than their me-separable u lity counterparts in
matching the empirical regulari es on asset alloca on behavior.
Because the presence of habit persistence leads to a stronger
incen ve to smooth consump on over me, investors accumulate
more wealth early in life and have a stronger mo ve to par cipate
in stock markets. However, these results are obtained in a model
with ra o habit u lity, as specified in equa on . These results are
cri cised by Polkovnichenko ( ), who uses a difference habit
u lity func on and focuses on the effect of a disastrously low
income on por olio alloca on. He shows that when there is a
small probability of low or even zero income realiza ons, investors

⁶Cocco ( ) shows that housing investment is an important factor affect-
ing stockholdings. Gomes and Michaelides ( ) establish that a model that
features Epstein-Zin preferences, a fixed stock market entry cost, and moderate
heterogeneity in risk aversion can generate predic ons consistent with empiri-
cal observa ons. Benzoni, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein ( ) find that incor-
pora ng a cointegra on rela onship between dividend and labor income helps
resolve the puzzle.
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make much more conserva ve investment decisions because they
have to sa sfy the constraints that future habits implied by current
consump on are feasible. The model predicts that for some low to
moderately wealthy households, the alloca on to stocks increases
with wealth. Due to this rela onship, the model in Polkovnichenko
( ) generates rela vely more conserva ve por olios for young
investors with lower savings, which is consistent with the empirical
facts.

It is, however, not immediately clear how to derive norma ve
implica ons for pension plan design from these papers. One lesson
is that even for young members, the contribu ons should be high
and the investment policy very safe if there is a probability of
disastrously low income combined with a strong desire to maintain
previous consump on levels. But if there is a possibility of reducing
benefits in excep onal circumstances (such as a deep economic
crisis), the contribu ons can be lower and the investment policy
more risky---hence the profits greater from risk premiums.



. Implica ons for Pension Plan Design

The analysis in this paper allows us to draw several lessons for the
design of pension contracts. Under preferences without habit
forma on, op mal policy is to smooth financial shocks over the
remaining life me, and there is no role for guarantees or minimum
benefit levels. With habit forma on, the habit serves as a floor in
the required benefit level. The habit can be modeled as an average
of past consump on levels, with some discoun ng of consump on
occuring longer ago. Under such preferences, the op mal benefit
policy is to pay out the habit level plus a frac on of free wealth (i.e.
wealth not needed to sustain the habit consump on level). Paying
out less than the habit level leads to a large (in effect, infinite) loss
of u lity. Taken together, this policy looks very similar to a policy of
condi onal indexa on with a minimum guaranteed benefit, where
the increase in benefits (the "indexa on") is linked to the financial
situa on of the pension fund. Benefits cannot fall below the
guaranteed level, except in very special circumstances. This policy
does however, require large savings: that is, high pension
contribu on rates and large financial buffers. The policy also leads
to a low ini al level of benefits, although the level of benefits is
expected to increase over me. As a final point, many pension
plans and insurance contracts offer nominal guarantees, but not
real guarantees. If the consumer has money illusion in their habit
forma on, this may be a desirable contract form.
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This paper discusses the implications of habit formation for 

pension plans.  Habit formation utility preferences differ 

from the traditional ones in that they relax the assumption 

of time-separability. This realistic feature has substantial 

impact on the optimal portfolio and consumption 

strategy of pension investors. If pension plan members 

have preferences with habit formation, some forms of 

guarantees in the pension benefits are desirable. There 

are also several implications of habit formation for the 

investment policy. Habit formation induces a subsistence 

portfolio that ensures future habit consumption. In this 

subsistence portfolio, investors should invest in bonds to 

ensure the habit consumption. In contrast, they should 

invest more aggressively in the speculative portfolio 

to increase consumption rates. The habit persistence 

constrains investors’ risk taking behavior; this effect is 

more pronounced for young investors with low wealth. 




